
   
 
Scholar Athletes Leadership Academy (SALA) is a New Jersey, state-registered private school offering a comprehensive 
6-12th grade education together with prioritized, precise skills-training and ongoing leadership development. SALA imbues 
in young people a devotion towards learning, leadership and life skills tethered to their passion, aptitude, and specialization. 
At SALA, we believe that this pedagogy is the foundation of a joyful life and an authentic culmination of maximized human 
potential.          
  
SALA currently operates two school sites in New Jersey, SALA South in Pitman & SALA Central in Bridgewater. Since the 
school's inception in 2016, SALA has served young people from across NJ as well as from neighboring states 
(Pennsylvania/Delaware/New York); and from further afield (Virginia, South Carolina, California). The evolution of SALA's 
outreach will soon culminate in international enrollment and exchange programs.   
 
Young people at SALA thrive as part of a vibrant, inclusive, leading edge learning community. SALA focusses on learning 
over teaching and prioritizes skills over content. When educating with intention, SALA is able to enhance the connectedness 
of the classroom to the real world and refine young people's skill-base in authentic, real-life situations (superseding the 
recall, reciting and regurgitating of oft-redundant facts).    
  
Coursing with creativity and imbuing joy in a life-long learning journey, SALA professional educators build responsive 
instructional architecture and contemporary curricula that provides a firm foundation for the future.  Young people at SALA 
experience their learning journey through a synergistic blend of "brick and click" education. SALA delivers bespoke in-house 
units of inquiry through an innovation playlist containing popular courses such as Business & Entrepreneurship, Sports 
Management, SALA Robotics, Public Speaking, Debate & Rhetoric, SALA Speaks Podcast Communications, SALA 
Sciences and Justice & Equity. There are also over 250 online courses available, ranging from traditional to 
contemporary, to provide flexible learning pathways towards best-fit college placement.    
  
Other "SALA Signature Programs" include: Project Leaders-To-Leaders Mentorship Program, College 
Preparatory Program, Spanish Pro Residency Program, and the SALA Serves Initiative (servant leadership in the 
community). The learning design and instructional initiative at SALA is intended to decrease dependency and increase 
decision making (student agency), better preparing young people for the college and/or career to which they aspire. SALA 
also offers a Post-Graduate Specialist program for high school graduates not immediately entering college. 
  
SALA is for young leaders and learners who want more from their school experience. Young people at SALA develop 
eclectic, well-rounded entrepreneurial skills for today's machine-driven, ever-changing job market, society, and globally 
connected community. SALA culture ensures a personalized learning experience that fosters personal growth and 
leadership development through the increased access, equity and opportunity provided by a smaller school size and tight-
knit learning community. Young, aspiring servant leaders refine their craft at SALA, and embolden their deliberate and 
impactful actions. The high expectations that permeate our school’s culture; inspires, educates, and empowers young 
people beyond their vision of learning, leadership, and service to others.     

 


